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1.0 Executive Summary 

Overview 

This consultation outcomes report has been prepared by Ethos Urban on behalf of the University of Newcastle (The 

University) to outline the key issues raised by the local community and key stakeholders during stakeholder and 

community consultation for Stage 1A of the Honeysuckle City Campus, which occurred between January and March 

2019.  

 

The consultation was timed to align with the preparation of a State Significant Development Application (SSDA) for 

Stage 1A (Innovation Hub and School of Creative Industries). The purpose of the consultation was to ensure that all 

stakeholders were informed about the proposals and had an opportunity to provide feedback. 

 

The University’s consultation process went beyond the requirements of the SEARs and had significant reach, media 

attention and interest. 

Consultation reach 

• A wide range of internal publications include all staff and student email and article in ‘The Loop’; 

• 73,072 emails to stakeholders using various existing databases; 

• 630,764 people reached through 32 media mentions; 

• 88,282 reached via social media (1,033 engagements); 

• 5,600 neighbouring landowners, residents and businesses received two-page information flyer; 

• 2,682 visitors to the project webpage – https://www.newcastle.edu.au/about-uon/our-

environments/honeysuckle-city-campus-development; 

• An advertisement in the Newcastle Herald; 

• 13 stakeholder briefings were held, which were attended by 102 people; 

• 5 information sessions were held, which were attended by 208 people; and 

• 42 submissions were received, this included 39 feedback forms or 3 emails to the project email address – 

honeysuckleproject@newcastle.edu.au. 

Feedback 

The majority of feedback was positive. In addition to the positive media and social media attention, this positive 

feedback is also reflected in the relatively small number of people who chose to give written feedback in comparison 

to the much larger number of people who viewed the consultation material and/or engaged with a member of the 

project team.  

 

It should be noted that the vast majority of feedback forms were completed by architecture students who were 

encouraged by their lecturer to critique the design, thus the commonly reoccurring themes identified in the feedback 

received are; sustainability of the building and passive design, the general design of the building, use and 

functionality, and creativity and innovation. Other topics raised include the inclusion of indigenous heritage in the 

design, landscaping and the public domain, and traffic, transport and cycling.  

 

The University’s has considered to the feedback received and has provided further explanation as to how each of 

the matters raised have been considered in the design. This includes: 

 

• Sustainability and passive design – The 5 Star Green Star Design& As-Built Sustainability Measures are 

being developed. 

• Design, creativity and innovation – The building's cross laminated timber (CLT) design is flexible and 

intentionally generic to allow the building to meet future occupant needs. 

• Use and functionality – The location and arrangement of spaces have been configured to maximise 

collaboration between various design disciplines and foster serendipitous interactions. The building 

considers and responds to the accessibility needs of users. 

https://www.newcastle.edu.au/about-uon/our-environments/honeysuckle-city-campus-development
https://www.newcastle.edu.au/about-uon/our-environments/honeysuckle-city-campus-development
mailto:honeysuckleproject@newcastle.edu.au
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• Indigenous and Natural Heritage – Consultation has been undertaken and continues with the Aboriginal 

community facilitated through the University's Wollotuka Institute. 

• Landscaping & Public Domain – The building's ground floor footprint is designed to maximise external 

curtilage and public domain on the development site. 

• Traffic, Transport, Cycling and Parking – the University supports sustainable modes of transport including 

light rail, public transport, walking and cycling. The building accommodates bicycle storage and end of trip 

facilities. The University also operates a campus shuttle bus, options for the ongoing cross-campus 

transport needs are being considered. 

 

Next Steps 

The University’s project team has acknowledged and responded to the feedback received. The University is 

committed to contributing positively to the Newcastle CBD and to continuing to engage with stakeholders and 

community as the proposal develops to ensure the best outcomes for all involved.  
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2.0 Introduction  

This consultation outcomes report has been prepared by Ethos Urban on behalf of the University of Newcastle (The 

University) to outline the key issues raised by the local community and key stakeholders during stakeholder during 

the between January and March 2019 stakeholder and community engagement. The consultation was timed to align 

with the preparation of a State Significant Development Application (SSDA) for Stage 1A (Innovation Hub and 

School of Creative Industries) of the Honeysuckle City Campus Development (HCCD) to ensure ongoing and open 

dialogue with staff and students, key stakeholders and the community prior to the submission of the Stage 1A 

SSDA. 

 

This report includes information on the project context, the stakeholder and community engagement approach 

undertaken and the consultation findings. The feedback received about Stage 1A will be used to help shape the 

SSDA, due to be submitted to the Department of Planning and Environment shortly. 

2.1 Project Context 

The HCCD site is located on a series of connected lots between Honeysuckle Drive and Civic Lane. The 

development of the Honeysuckle City Campus in the heart of Newcastle forms part of the University’s NeW Futures 

Strategic Plan (2016-2025), which promotes a long-term vision of delivering new modes of education focused 

around a compact campus setting in a central location. 

 

Stage 1A is an important part of achieving this vision and will enable the University to establish a new contemporary 

and highly flexible building for creation and innovation at the western gateway to the Honeysuckle City Campus. 

The proposed development will build on the amenity offered by a CBD location, the proximity to world class 

beaches and a rapidly developing waterfront.  

 

It will also build on the University’s historical presence in the Newcastle CBD (University House, Northumberland 

House, and Conservatorium of Music) and the more recent development of NeW Space in the CBD. 

2.2 Objectives of the Development 

The University of Newcastle’s objectives for Stage 1A include: 

• Establish the site as the western gateway to the Honeysuckle City Campus through quality urban design which 

demonstrates the site as the theatre of creativity and invention;  

• Provide a development that allows for generous external space on all three street frontages, affording 

interaction between the University and the community;  

• Establish a design that encourages creativity and innovation within the building, through well designed working 

galleries that showcases student activities;  

• Deliver flexible learning spaces including large open studios and workspaces to smaller enclosed structured 

spaces; and  

• Develop a sustainable building design that achieves a 5 Star Green Star Rating (with a pathway to a 6 Star 

Green Star Rating), which is adaptable, durable and minimises emissions through materiality and innovative 

interiors.   

2.3 Stage 1A – School of Creative Industries and Innovation Hub 

The Stage 1A proposal sits within the framework established by the overall Concept Plan for the Honeysuckle City 

Campus. The SSDA for Stage 1A will seek approval for the detailed design of the first building of the new campus, 

which will accommodate an Innovation Hub and new facilities for the University’s School of Creative Industries 

(SOCI). 

 

These facilities will provide learning studios and flexible spaces for co-working, meetings and informal collaboration. 

In summary, the Stage 1A planning proposal includes: 

• Design and construction of a single standing, multi-storey building on the corner of Worth Place and 

Honeysuckle Drive; 
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• Space for the use of the Innovation Hub, SOCI and building fit out to make these spaces suitable for their uses; 

and 

• Landscaping works. 

 

Figure 1 Proposed 1A Building, as viewed from the corner of Worth Place and Honeysuckle Drive 

Source: EJE Architecture 

 

The proposed building design, developed by EJE Architecture, includes: 

• A sleek, sophisticated, transparent structure. 

• Use of transparent glass and landscaping to draw people in to discover vibrant activity inside. 

• Use of a smart glass glazing system with the potential for digital display. 

• A clean, crisp space for creators and innovators to interrupt the city as they choose. 

• A range of flexible spaces capable of reacting to the changing needs of the users. 

• Shared spaces including educational seminar and conference spaces, informal networking event spaces, 

exhibitions and demonstration of innovations. 

• A coffee shop to create a place for interaction. 
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3.0 Consultation  

3.1 Consultation Approach 

The consultation approach was developed in close collaboration with the University of Newcastle and based on an 

evaluation of the approach of previous consultation sessions, undertaken as part of the Concept Proposal SSDA 

(May and August 2018). It was also developed based on Ethos Urban’s extensive experience of designing and 

delivering strategic communication and consultation processes for SSDA projects. 

 

The consultation program was designed to be practical and effective in capturing valuable feedback, mitigating risks 

of misinformation, and highlighting key benefits and features of the building.  

 

The aim of the engagement process was to inform and excite key audiences about Stage 1A of the HCCD, and to 

continue open dialogue with key stakeholder and the community during the formal SSDA planning process.  

 

The engagement process was: 

• Accessible – a number of stakeholder briefings and consultation sessions were held, and people were given 

multiple avenues to provide feedback 

• Engaging – the use of face to face, online and social activities encouraged participation 

• Respectful, genuine and constructive – the University is committed to contributing positively to the Newcastle 

CBD and working closely with all stakeholders on an ongoing basis to ensure the best outcomes for everyone; 

• Inclusive – a wide range of stakeholder and community groups were invited to participate; and 

• Tailored – the communications and engagement activities were tailored to meet the needs of a wide range of 

interested parties. 

3.2 Consultation Overview 

The public consultation process included: 

• Stakeholder briefings (Section 3.3); 

• Internal communications: all staff and all student emails and an article in The University’s fortnightly digital all-

staff newsletter ‘The Loop’ (Section 3.4); 

• External communications – direct mail, media relations, social media, website, advert in Newcastle Herald and 

community letterbox drop (Section 3.5) 

• Information sessions for staff and students, key stakeholders and the community (Section 3.6); and 

 

More information on each activity follows. 
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3.3 Stakeholder briefings  

In addition to the statutory engagement requirements in the SEARs (addressed in Section x of the Environmental 

Impact Statement), 12 face-to-face stakeholder briefings were held between late January and early March 2019. 

Information on these briefings follows. 

 

Table 1 Details of stakeholder briefings 

Date Time and Location Audience  Number of attendees 

Tuesday 29 January  4pm-5pm, NeW Space 
(University City Campus) 

Hunter Innovation Project 
Control Group 

6 

Tuesday 5 February  3pm-4pm, Newcastle City 
Council Administration Building 

Newcastle City Council 
Officers 

4 

Thursday 14 
February  

8.30am-9.30am, HCCDC Office Hunter Central Coast 
Development Corporation 

7 

Friday 15 February  12.30pm-1.30pm, The 
Chancellery (University 
Callaghan Campus) 

Construction companies 
briefing 1 

2 

Friday 15 February   2pm-3pm, The Chancellery 
(University Callaghan Campus) 

Construction companies 
briefing 2 

1 

Tuesday 19 February  8am-9am, Engineering Building 
(University Callaghan Campus) 

Construction companies 
briefing 3 

2 

Tuesday 19 February 12pm-12.30pm, PVC FEDUA 
Office (University Callaghan 
Campus) 

The University’s Pro Vice-
Chancellor Faculty of 
Education and Art 

2 

Tuesday 19 February 1.30pm-2.30pm, Services 
Building (University Callaghan 
campus) 

The University’s 
Infrastructure and Facilities 
Services 

20 

Tuesday 19 February  3.30pm-4.30pm, NeW Space 
(University City Campus) 

The University’s School of 
Creative Industries 

30 

Monday 25 February  3.30pm-5pm, 376 Hunter St 
(I2N, University City Campus) 

Innovation Hub members 10 

Thursday 4 March 2.30pm-3.30pm, Sharon 
Claydon Office, Hunter St, 
Newcastle 

Sharon Claydon MP 2 

Thursday 4 March  12pm-1pm, Tim Crakanthorp 
Office, Hunter St, Newcastle 

Tim Crakanthorp MP 1 

Tuesday 16 April 8am-9am, Hunter Business 
Chamber, Lambton Rd, 
Broadmeadow 

Hunter Business Chamber, 
Regional Infrastructure 
Committee 

15 

TOTAL 102 

3.4 Internal communications 

The following communications were prepared to ensure University staff and students were well informed ahead of 

the broader public announcement of the proposed design: 

• Briefing note prepared for University Council ahead of wider release; 

• Presentation used at briefing sessions (listed in Section 3.3); 

• All staff and all student emails sent out on Wednesday 20 February. This went to around 45,000 people; 

• Inclusion of story In The Loop weekly roundup newsletter to all staff on Wednesday 27th February. 
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There were more than 180 views of The Loop story online and 25 staff/students attended NeW Space pop up stall 

at SOCI orientation day. Several staff also attended one of the other information sessions (listed in Section 3.6). 

3.5 External communications 

Direct Mail  

73,072 emails were sent to stakeholders inviting them to participate in the consultation and/or provide feedback.  

• Representatives of key stakeholder organisations (84); 

• Future students (7,131) using the University’s Future Students database. 1,883 opened the email; 

• Alumni (63,000) using the University’s Alumni database; 

• Community members (57) who had signed up to the Honeysuckle City Campus Development mailing list. There 

were 27 unique opens; and 

• Integrated Innovation Network contacts (2,800) using the I2N database. 

 

Key stakeholders that were sent personalised letters included: 

• Local MPs; 

• Newcastle City Council Mayor and Councillors; 

• Newcastle Business Club; 

• Hunter Development Corporation; 

• Compass Housing Services; 

• Coal River Working Party; 

• Rights House; 

• HMRI; 

• The Business Centre; 

• Eighteen04; 

• CSIRO Energy Flagship; 

• AiGroup; 

• Hunter Chapter Committee members; 

• Hunter Future Directions; 

• Hunter & Central Coast Development Corporation; 

• Newcastle City Council- Hunter Innovation Project; 

• Regional Development Australia (Hunter); 

• Hunter Business Chamber; 

• Newcastle Business Chamber; 

• Property Council of Australia- Hunter Chapter 

Committee and Hunter Future Directions; 

• Urban Development Institute of Australia; 

• Revitalising Newcastle; 

• Renew Newcastle; 

• Newcastle Now; 

• Regional Infrastructure Committee; 

• National Trust Hunter Region Committee; 

• Newcastle Inner-city Residents Alliance; 

• Newcastle Rotary; and 

• Newcastle Cycleways Movement. 

Media coverage 

Ahead of the building announcement the media were provided with a pack including a release, key facts, video and 

images. The embargo on the release of public information was lifted at 6pm on Wednesday 20 March 2019.  

 

This proactive media approach resulted in 32 media mentions across print, radio, TV and online including: 

• Front page coverage on the Newcastle Herald; 

• A segment on the NBN evening news; 

• News grabs during the ABC1233 morning radio;  

• Secondary coverage in 2HD radio, Hunter, Hunter Headline, Hunter Business Review, and syndicated in The 

Maitland Mercury, Port Stephens Examiner, and Lakes Mail; and 
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• An article in the Campus Morning Mail  

• Industry articles in Architecture AU, Build Australia and Commercial Realestate. 

The estimated reach of this media is 630,764 (*excludes radio and TV reach which is not captured in the 

University’s media monitoring software).  

 

94% of all coverage reflected a positive sentiment and 6% reflected a neutral sentiment (specifically related to 

Health officials urging the University to consider a mosquito management plan in development) 92% of coverage 

included campaign imagery/video (excluding radio coverage). 

 

A snapshot of this media coverage can be found in Appendix A. 

Social media 

The University posted on its social media channels (Facebook – brand and Student Central, Twitter, LinkedIn, 

WeChat) from Thursday 21 February. There was a total reach of 88,282 across these channels, resulting in 1,033 

engagements and 534 clicks to the website.  

 

There were 41 mentions on social media within the first 48 hours of the launch. The University’s social media posts 

were shared by the Lord Mayor Nuatali Nelmes and Newcastle City Council.  

 

The potential overall reach of social media (University and Non-University channels) was 334,179.  

 

A snapshot of this social media coverage can be found in Appendix B. 

Project webpage 

The project webpage was updated to include the latest information on the project. This included a virtual ‘fly around’ 

of the building, updates on the benefits and proposed function of the building, key facts and details of the indicative 

timescales. The project webpage can be viewed at https://www.newcastle.edu.au/about-uon/our-

environments/honeysuckle-city-campus-development.  

 

There were 2,682 unique visits (3,022 visits) to the refreshed webpage since its update on Wednesday 20 February 

2019. The average visit time was 6 minutes and 4 seconds which indicates people stayed on the page to read the 

information available and many watched the fly around, only 1 minute 45 seconds in length. 

Newspaper Advert 

A newspaper advert was placed in the Newcastle Herald on Saturday 23 February 2019, inviting the general public 

to visit one of the information sessions.  

 

A copy of the newspaper advert can be found in Appendix C. 

Distribution to Neighbouring Landowners, Residents and Businesses 

To inform the surrounding community of the proposal and invite them to one of the information sessions, a two page 

information flyer was distributed to 5,600 neighbouring landowners, residents and businesses on Thursday 21 

February 2019.  

 

A copy of the information flyer and the distribution range can be found in Appendix D. 
  

https://www.newcastle.edu.au/about-uon/our-environments/honeysuckle-city-campus-development
https://www.newcastle.edu.au/about-uon/our-environments/honeysuckle-city-campus-development
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3.6 Information Sessions 

208 people attended one of the information sessions. People were invited to drop-in at any time to find out more 

and speak to a member of the project team.  

 

Table 2 Details of information sessions 

Date Time and 
Location 

Type of Consultation Audience  Number of 
attendees 

Friday 22 
February 

11am-2pm 
NeW Space 

School of Creative 
Industries Pop-Up 

SOCI students and staff 25 

Thursday 28 
February  

3pm – 5pm,  
NeW Space 

Staff and Students 
Information Session 

SOCI students and staff 152 
 

Thursday 28 
February 

5pm – 6pm,  
NeW Space 

Stakeholder Information 
Session 

Stakeholders, staff, and 
students 

Thursday 28 
February 

5pm – 8pm,  
NeW Space 

Community Information 
Session 

Surrounding landowners, 
business and the general 
community 

Saturday 2 March 10am – 12pm 
NeW Space 

Community Information 
Session 

Surrounding landowners, 
business and the general 
community 

31 

TOTAL 208 

 

A significant portion of those who attended the community information session on Thursday 28 February (5-8pm) at 

NeW Space were architecture students who had been invited by their lecturer to critique the design as part of their 

studies. This is reflected in the key issues identified in the consultation as summarised in Section 4. 

Consultation Materials 

The following information was available at the information sessions to ensure sufficient detail was provided to allow 

stakeholders and the community to provide meaningful feedback. This included: 

• A series of information display panels. The display panels included information on the proposed Stage 1A 

building, the key design features such as the proposed uses and facilities on each floor, and how people could 

provide feedback. The display panels also detailed how the building was responding to the heritage of the site 

and key sustainability features of the proposed building. 

• A copy of the two-page flyer distributed to the surrounding community; 

• Electronic devices with copies of an augmented reality app to allow viewers to view the floor layout and explore 

each level of the building; 

• The virtual ‘fly around’ video on loop to provide an additional visual representation of the building.  

A copy of the information display panels can be found in Appendix E. 

Feedback Mechanisms 

Information session attendees were encouraged to complete a feedback form or send their feedback to the project 

email address - honeysuckleproject@newcastle.edu.au. This was clearly noted on the information display panels 

and project team members encouraged to complete feedback forms before leaving the session.  

 

39 feedback forms and 3 emails with feedback were received during the consultation. 

mailto:honeysuckleproject@newcastle.edu.au
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Figure 2 Images of attendees at community information sessions, held at NeW Space 
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4.0 Consultation Outcomes 

The section below provides a summary of the feedback received to date as a result of community and stakeholder 

consultation activity.  

4.1 Consultation feedback 

In total, 42 responses were received (39 feedback forms and 3 email). This is a small number of submissions given 

the overall reach of the consultation, and is reflective of the overall positive view of the proposed development.  

 

The majority of other stakeholders and community members who attended the sessions but chose not to give 

written feedback were generally supportive of the proposal. 

 

It should be noted that the vast majority of feedback forms were completed by students who were encouraged by 

their lecturer to critique the design, thus the commonly reoccurring themes identified in the feedback received are 

sustainability of the building and passive design, the general design of the building, use and functionality, and 

creativity and innovation. Other topics raised include the inclusion of indigenous heritage in the design, landscaping 

and the public domain, and traffic, transport and cycling.  

Table 3 Summary of consultation feedback 

Theme No. of 

Comments 

Key themes and topics University’s response 

Sustainability & 
Passive Design 

25 Desire to see improved and innovative sustainability 
measures incorporated into the design of the 
building.  

5 Star Green Star Design& As-Built 
Sustainability measures are being 

developed and include: 

• The use of an 'economy cycle' within 
the air-conditioning design. The 

economy cycle allows fresh air to be 
delivered to the building interior 
untempered when outside ambient 

temperatures fit within a comfortable 
range for occupants. As a result 
significantly reducing energy 

consumption. 
• The rooftop solar panelling has been 

sized based on the available rooftop 

area to maximise energy generation.  
• Investigations are continuing into the 

proposed design solution. This may 

include the use of electro-chromic 
glazing to reduce solar heat gain 
beyond Section J compliance, 

reducing energy consumption as well 
as glare reducing the need for internal 
window furnishings. 

• Fit-out options are being investigated 
to provide additional opportunities to 
expand closed loop waste system 

measures. An example being external 
furniture manufactured from recycled 
soft plastics, and the inclusion of soft 

plastic waste separation systems in 

the ongoing operation of the building 

Desire to see passive design measures (e.g. passive 
cooling and a closed loop waste system) that 
responds to the climate and improves improve the 

sustainability of the building. 

Questions about the ability of the glass façade, 
particularly along the western side of the building, to 
remain cool in summer. Concern that this may mean 

the building is more reliant on air conditioning 
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Theme No. of 
Comments 

Key themes and topics University’s response 

Design 24 Support for the redevelopment of the site and design 
of the building, particularly the use of sustainable 

cross laminated timber in the design. 

The building's cross laminated timber 
(CLT) design is flexible and intentionally 

generic to allow the building to meet 
future occupant needs. The flexibility is 

showcased whereby: 

• The core of the building is constrained 
and located to maximise 
reconfigurable space on each floor 

plate. 
• The structural grid has been sized 

and orientated to meet a range of 

future space sizes, 
• Floor to floor heights increased to 5m 

to maximise the range of future 

occupations. 
• A minimalist interior approach 

provides a contrast between the 

creators and innovators and the 
building they reside, much like an art 
gallery focuses the experience on the 

art it exhibits. 

Concern from some that the design of the building is 
‘generic’ and fails to respond to the context and 
specific requirements of the site. 

Uses & 
Functionality 

14 Support for the inclusion of dedicated spaces for 
innovation and creative industries 

The building's design provides a range of 
spaces briefed by extensive stakeholder 
consultation during the design 

progression to date. The accommodation 

includes: 

• Dedicated spaces to support creativity 
and innovation and complement to 
other existing facilities within the 

University. Such as a maker space, 
studios for digital visual and audio 
recording as well as animation and 

final edit viewing. 
• Supporting spaces to facilitate 

creativity and innovation. Such as 

open break out spaces, small, large 
and medium enclosed meeting 
spaces, seminar rooms that can be 

reconfigured to suit various cohort 

sizes. 

The location and arrangement of spaces 

have been configured to maximise 
collaboration between various design 
disciplines and foster serendipitous 

interactions. 
 

Concern from some that the internal design of the 

building fails to adequately encourage creativity and 
collaboration. 
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Theme No. of 
Comments 

Key themes and topics University’s response 

Request for the design of buildings to accommodate 
for people with disabilities. 

The building is designed to meet 

accessibility needs with: 

• Accessible toilet facilities on each 
level. An accessible shower will be 
located on the ground floor. 

• Internal spaces have been laid out to 
provide wide corridors for movement 
and access.  

• Central facilities such as the 
kitchenette to meet accessibility 
standards. 

• Elevator access to all primary floor 
levels of the building. 

• Whilst the ground floor is elevated 

above flood planning levels 
accessible ramps are provided from 

street level. 

Creativity & 

Innovation 

13 Desire to see greater innovation and creativity in the 

internal design and layout of the building. 

The building's CLT design is flexible and 

intentionally generic to allow the building 
to meet future occupant needs. 
 

The minimalist interior approach provides 
a contrast between the creators and 
innovators and the building they reside, 

much like an art gallery experience on 
the art it exhibits. 
 

The ground floor plane design facilitates 
seamless movement between the interior 
of the building and external podium. The 

podium has been designed to 
accommodate break out space for 
functions and events, as well more 

intimate settings for external meetings. 

Request from some that open areas for innovation 

and sharing ideas should extend beyond the ground 
plane and request from others for more closed 
working spaces. 

Concern that the ‘boxiness’ of the proposed building 
fails to demonstrate creativity and innovation in 
design. 

Indigenous and 
Natural 
Heritage 

11 Feedback that the natural heritage features have 
been poorly considered and lack sufficient detail. 

Consultation has been undertaken and 
continues with the Aboriginal community 
facilitated through the University's 

Wollotuka Institute. 
 
A range of presentations and meetings 

have been held including elders of the 
Nguraki Committee. 
 

Initial design concepts including the use 
of midden artefacts aggregated into the 
ground floor slab have been tabled and 

supported with additional ideas including 
external storyboards being further 
developed with design progression in 

conjunction with the local Aboriginal 
community. 

Belief that the incorporation of Aboriginal artefacts in 
the ground plane is not culturally inappropriate. 

Desire to see greater involvement of Aboriginal 
groups in the design of the building and public 

domain.  

Landscaping & 
Public Domain 

7 Desire to see more native species incorporated into 
the landscaping around the proposed building. 

The building's ground floor footprint is 
designed to maximise external curtilage 

and public domain on the development 
site. The landscape design has been 

developed to: 
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Theme No. of 
Comments 

Key themes and topics University’s response 

Perceived failure of the landscape to address the 
street or future pedestrian flows. 

• Allow for pedestrian access around 
and to the building via a series of 

pathways, stairs and ramps. 
• Provide a series of settings including 

furniture and broad tiers to facilitate 

rest and meeting external to the 
building. 

• Provide significant space to the north 

of the building to facilitate the 
expansion of the ground floor interior 
into the public domain and thus 

support larger gatherings, exhibitions 
and markets. 

• Provide an appropriate mix of green 

space and hard space within the 
urban context of the building. 

• The planting selection will be further 

refined as the design progresses 
including the specification of trees and 

plants spices. 

Concern regarding the ability of the proposed 
building to activate the surrounding public domain. 

Desire to see green open space incorporated around 
the proposed building. 

Traffic, 

Transport, 
Cycling and 
Parking 

4 Support for the opportunities to improve pedestrian 

and cycling links across the broader Campus and 
connect in with future cycling and pedestrian links. 

The University support sustainable 

modes of transport. An assessment of 
the site demonstrates that it is well 
located to benefit from the light rail and 

broader public transport network. It is 
also well connected to the CBD and 
surrounds enabling people to walk and 

cycle to the campus. 
 
The building accommodates bicycle 

storage and end of trip facilities to 
encourage bicycle usage by both 
occupants and visitors. 

 
The University operates a Campus 
Shuttle which provides connection 

between the City and Callaghan campus 
for staff and students who need to travel 
between both campuses. This service is 

being reviewed in conjunction with other 
transport options and if deemed 
appropriate may be extended to include 

HCCD. 

Concern about impact of the proposed development 
on the availability of parking in surrounding suburbs. 

Concern about how road traffic in the Honeysuckle 
Precinct will be mitigated, particularly during the 
afternoon peak. 

Request for increase in the frequency in the campus 

shuttle bus, providing a more practical alternative to 
the Light Rail. 

Other 6 Desire for the roof of the building to be accessible to 
staff, students and the general public. 

The use of the roof level for external 
open space has been considered by the 
University. Due to the proximity to the 

coast and associated predominant sea 
breezes it was felt that elevated external 
spaces would be underutilised due to 

unfavourable weather conditions. The 
roof level has therefore been dedicated 
to extensive solar panelling, with the 

building footprint allowing for extensive 
ground floor outdoor landscaped space. 
 

The ground floor of the building has been 
carefully considered with respect to 
accommodation and configuration to 

encourage and facilitate community use. 

Interest in how the building could be used ‘out of 

hours’ by the community. 
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Theme No. of 
Comments 

Key themes and topics University’s response 

Concern regarding privacy for occupants of the 
building, particularly given the glass façade. 

Accommodation includes a highly flexible 
foyer, which supports a range of 

activities including presentations, 
exhibitions and markets as well as 
celebrations.  

 
Aspects of glare and privacy are being 
further investigated through design 

progression. This includes the continued 
investigation of electro-chromic glazing 
and/or interior window furnishings. 
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5.0 Conclusion and Next Steps 

This Consultation Outcomes Report provides a succinct overview of the communication and stakeholder 

engagement approach that was undertaken during the preparation of the Stage 1A SSDA.  

 

The consultation provided an opportunity to consult with stakeholders and the community about the Stage 1A 

SSDA, a requirement of the Stage 1A SEARs (received 27 August 2018). The University’s consultation process 

went beyond the requirements of the SEARs, a significant internal and external communications campaign ran 

alongside the engagement activities.  

 

The majority of stakeholders and community members who engaged with The University during the consultation 

were positive about the proposal. Only 42 submissions were received during the consultation period, the majority of 

these were from University students who were invited by their lecturer to critique the design as part of their studies.  

 

The University’s has considered to the feedback received and has provided further explanation as to how each of 

the matters raised have been considered in the design. These matters include: 

 

• Sustainability and passive design – The 5 Star Green Star Design& As-Built Sustainability Measures are 

being developed. 

• Design, creativity and innovation – The building's cross laminated timber (CLT) design is flexible and 

intentionally generic to allow the building to meet future occupant needs. 

• Use and functionality – The location and arrangement of spaces have been configured to maximise 

collaboration between various design disciplines and foster serendipitous interactions. The building 

considers and responds to the accessibility needs of users. 

• Indigenous and Natural Heritage – Consultation has been undertaken and continues with the Aboriginal 

community facilitated through the University's Wollotuka Institute. 

• Landscaping & Public Domain – The building's ground floor footprint is designed to maximise external 

curtilage and public domain on the development site. 

• Traffic, Transport, Cycling and Parking – the University supports sustainable modes of transport including 

light rail, public transport, walking and cycling. The building accommodates bicycle storage and end of trip 

facilities. The University also operates a campus shuttle bus, options for the ongoing cross-campus 

transport needs are being considered. 

 

The University is committed to engaging with stakeholders and community as the proposal develops to ensure the 

best outcomes for all involved. This will include additional engagement with indigenous groups and user groups.  
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Appendix A. Media snapshot  
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Appendix B. Social media snapshot 
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Appendix C. Newspaper advert 
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Appendix D. Information flyer and distribution area 
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Distribution Area for Flyer 
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Appendix E. Information display panels 
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